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We’re allowing higher concentration in CO2 than ever 
before in human history



We’re allowing it to happen faster than ever before in 
human history
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1995: first COP
1997: Kyoto protocol

2009: COP 15 Copenhagen

2015: COP 21 Paris

We’ve known about the problem and we have talked about it



#1 why product footprint is crucial:
bringing facts to the world
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The average citizen has little idea about what matters for 
the climate

Potential CO2 reduction per capita

Source: Frank Bilstein/A.T. Kearney/Deutsche Umweltbundesagentur

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-reduces-our-personal-co2-footprint-we-have-clue-frank-bilstein/


“ the real danger is when companies and politicians 

are making it look like real action is happening, 

when in fact, almost nothing is being done apart 

from clever accounting and creative PR “
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- Greta Thunberg, July 23rd 2019, Paris
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Clever accounting + creative PR
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Clever accounting + creative PR
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Clever accounting + creative PR



#2 why product footprint is crucial:
allowing efficient politics to happen



Worldwide: 
IMF, World Bank, 27 Nobel prize winners in Economy, 4 
former Fed chairmen, 3.500+ economists, 11.000 scientists

DK: 
Finance Ministry, National Bank, Climate Council, The 
Economical Councils
Ungeklimarådet, Det Grønne Studenterbevægelse, 
Klimabevægelsen

The most efficient way of fixing climate change: carbon tax



source: Options for a CO2 price reform: 
MCC-PIK expertise for the German Council of Economic Experts on Assessment of Macroeconomic Development (2019)

Options for attaining a European mitigation targets in non-ETS sectors under the EU Effort Sharing Regulation

Quantifying carbon to put a price on it



an example of using open-source 
product footprint data



Building tech products that empower organisations and people
to understand and reduce their carbon footprint

tmrow.com



The climate impact of 
every choice you 
make - in an app
Tomorrow automatically calculates the climate impact 
of your daily choices by connecting to apps and 
services you already use.



Automatically track your personal carbon footprint
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